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Apacer Audio Steno 

AU521 1GB MP3 Player 

18240 AMD

Intel & Unicomp 

for students

USB 2.0 FLASH DRIVE 2GB Apacer AH124 16000 AMD

Handy Steno AH124 Overview

 

Enlarge

Mini size and light weight: 5mm thick and 5g 

weighted of the mini drive

Elegant and fashionable genuine leather 

accessory

Fine touch leather case for your mini drive

The combination of fashion and technology  

 

Fashion and technology together is no more a slogan. The AH124 makes USB flash 

drive storage more beautiful and easier to access. The AH124 is a special pack of 

mini drive and its exclusive leather case, turns USB flash drive into a fashionable 

accessory. The case's fashionable design and fine genuine leather quality protects 

the mini drive from shock, friction and even loss. In addition to its stylish shape and 

fine quality, it is equipped with a crystal ring for you to secure your mini drive while 

carrying it. It is thus the best companion for your mini USB flash drives.  
 

  

Besides its glamorous style and elegant design, this fashionable pack is a perfect 

match of the mini drive which is your best mobile storage solution. The high 

performance of the mini drive includes USB2.0 (compatible with 1.1). The blue LED 

display on the AH124 keeps you posted of the current status of data assess, and the 

RoHS compliance is Apacer Technology's realization of its total commitment to 

environmental protection. 

*The actual available memory on the device is less than what is listed on the 

package. This is due to small discrepancies in file formats and algorithms used by 

various operating systems. In addition, a portion of memory space is reserved for 

system files and data sectors for better performance.  
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Product Warranty  

 Handy Steno AH124 Features

Mini size and light weight USB flash drive: 5mm thick and 5g weighted  

The mini drive of AH124 makes it easy to carry and attractive. When it is carried 

alone without the leather case, this 5mm-thick and 5g-weighted mini USB disk can 

be hung on your key ring or mobile.  

 

Elegant and fashionable accessory  

The fashionably designed case of AH124 is made of fine genuine leather, with 

diamonds embedded on the front and the finger ring. Its elegant design and fine 

quality makes it also a personal fashionable accessory.   

 
The finger ring makes it easier to carry. 

 

Fine touch leather case for your mini drive 

Though minimization makes the USB flash drives more convenient to carry, users 

may lose them much easier. The super storage capacity of AH124 is the total 

solution which protects your mini USB flash drive and prevents it from losing, so 

that you will never need to worry about how and where to find it. 

                                         

Store mini drive when not use.                       Simply draw out mini drive and use 

it. 

Handy Steno AH124 Specifications

 

USB Interface Hi-Speed USB 2.0 certified, backward compatible with USB 1.1

Power supply
USB Bus-Powered  

No external power required

Power 

consumption
110mA (max.)

Operating 

Systems 

Supported

Windows 98 SE / ME / XP / 2000, Mac OS 10.2.8 and Linux 

2.4.10 or above 

Capacity 512MB/1GB/2GB

LED indication Blue LED flashing – USB detection , Data transmission

Operating 

Temperature
 0° C to +60° C (32° F to 140° F)

Storage 

Temperature
-20° C to +60° C (-4° F to +140° F)

Dimension
Mini drive: (L) 38 x (W) 15 x (H) 5 mm  

Leather case for AH124: 100 x 42 x 5 mm 

Weight
Mini drive: 5g approx.  

Leather case for AH124: 17g approx. 
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